
From: Elka Todeva Elka.Todeva@sit.edu
Subject: SLA paper

Date: December 5, 2015 at 1:19 PM
To: France Menk France.Menk@mail.sit.edu

Dear France:
For some reason the SIT server didn’t work for a while and I had to wait for a couple of hours
before I could offer my thoughts on your final assignment.
On some level you continue to remain a fascinating enigma that ones is drawn to and tries to find
out more about : )) Both in class and in your final paper, there were things that I understood and
embraced and others that made me re-read several times what you had written as it was too
abstract and needed solis unpacking to make full sense or the nature of the writing was open the
multiple interpretations. This is both a good and a bad thing. Good that it pushes the reader to
think; not so good as after a while it may cause what is called “reader fatigue”; besides two of
Grice’s maxims state:
 
Maxim of Quantity
    Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current purposes of the exchange).
    Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.
 
Maxim of Manner
Supermaxim:
 
    Be perspicuous
 
Submaxims:
 
    Avoid obscurity of expression.
    Avoid ambiguity.
    Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity).
    Be orderly.
 
If anyone, you can understand these Latin terms as you are one of the writers with the richest
possible vocabulary as is clear from the beautiful poetry you shared and from your writing in
general.
 
Here are a few additional thoughts to help with your portfolio prep and to offer some food for
thought for your teaching: (with the cut & paste below I am following the chronology of your
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thought for your teaching: (with the cut & paste below I am following the chronology of your
paper)
 
= Make sure you use proper APA citation. The SIT digital collection will offer you multiple
examples. Moodle offers portfolio resources as well including APA guidelines.
 
= “If learners are literate in L1, they are often intimidated by the “idea” of grammar.
This powerful key to meaning making has usually been presented as a prescriptive, rule driven,
rote learned aspect of language. That it is the nucleus of the power of
comprehensible communication is rarely touched upon.”  
 
I couldn’t agree more
 
= I like your references – some very interesting sources used for your paper. I am going to check
out the Ahmad Nazari & Negah Allahyar one
 
 
=  this paragraph somewhat lacks cohesion  – good point to have Krashen but it will enhance your
essay to indicate if you agree or disagree with him and why / / you also need a transition of some
sort for adding on the sociolinguistic dimension. Also, make the connection with grammar
explicit
 
= How is the use of phatic expressions a demonstration of grammar acquisition? These are often
elliptic expressions. Will you start with them and elaborate them into more complex grammar or
will you start with full-blown sentences and trim them to more natural elliptic phatic
expressions?  I personally like the elliptic ones early on which flies in the face of much of the
existing orthodoxy.
 
= This is what I will use – sociolinguistics. This needs some unpacking. How?
 
=   …not expecting them to understand what I say
directly, but simply to have peripheral exposure to the sound and structure of the
language.
 
This is a tricky proposition. Remember Vygotsky – “don’t simplify the task, increase the
scaffolding”.  How will you have this natural exposure and excite people about the beauty of the
language without running the risk of making them feel overwhelmed?  Consider multiple



language without running the risk of making them feel overwhelmed?  Consider multiple
scaffolding devices from visuals to gestures to chunking, to rephrasing to interlinguistic
translation and comparisons
 
= Cross-linguistic comparisons helpful indeed
 
= dancing; playing instruments; drawing: each of these provides a road to embodied cognition. A
goal is to make my students feel safe and free from additional affective filtering.
I totally agree but I also believe that it is equally important that we connect this to artful
awareness raising around grammar patterns , dominant pronunciation contours or whatever other
language component. This is what I love about grammaring that there is art, drawing, poetry but
all this allows students at the same time to notice powerful patterns in the target language. This is
what EAL will be all about in the Spring.
 
=My reading aloud leads to desire and inquiry: poetry and prose, no matter the students’
comprehension.
 
See comment above
= Surround sound: drowning them in the music of English with little
bits of morphology within phrasal chunks. Shakespeare, e. e. cummings, Hemingway, Auden, Ta-
Nehisi Coates...
 
Again, this requires some careful scaffolding. One has to be quite selective to do so. You can’t
take one straight to Formula One without some solid driving experience first. You can offer a taste
of Formula One through let’s say some haiku writing involving grammar choices around articles
but an unscaffolded Shakespeare or Auden can backfire if not handled properly.
 
An old pond
A frog jumps in
Sound of water
 
Matsuo Basho
 
= Not being deductive with the metalinguistics of English is why I like Dogme’s inductive
referencing, interpersonal discourse, phatic expression, and poetic license for learning.
 



I still believe in the I/thou/it – just sheer emergentism leaves too much to chance. There are tons
of conversations going on at all times. I, as a teacher, can be strategic which one to engage with
the learners with so that I hit important core categories that are challenging and communicatively
important that will empower them and give them more bang for the buck
 
=As long as the learner’s imprecise pronounciation does not prevent discourse
competence, my challenge is to convince them to let go of the idea that they are less
capable than one who sounds like a "native" speaker of the TL. “Accents” bring
personality to the tongue.
 
Segmentals if not meaning distinctive just give us an accent. Wrong suprasegmentals need to be
dealt with as wrong stress and intonation can seriously affect communication. There are tons of
studies indicating that and I know it from personal experience as a simultaneous interpreter.
 
Finally, as a novice in teaching grammar, consider revisiting the grammar summary I posted for
the group. (attached)
 
Also, I have attached a PPT with some of the key features of grammaring that we briefly
explored.
 
Contemplate further Vygotsky with his “don’t simplify the task, increase the scaffolding”. That
will allow you to stay true to your love of the beauty of language as an organic whole and
communication as a holistic experience while also facilitating and expediting the learning of your
students.
 
Buena suerte, ET

Elka Todeva, Ph.D.
Professor
MATESOL Program
SIT Graduate Institute
World Learning
Tel: 802 258 3304
http://www.sit.edu/graduate/5454.htm

 

From: France Menk <France.Menk@mail.sit.edu>
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 11:41 AM
To: Elka Todeva

http://www.sit.edu/graduate/5454.htm


To: Elka Todeva
Subject: addendum
 
attachment

France Menk
Student Provocateur
845 750 5261

This email sent with recycled electrons.

From: Elka Todeva <Elka.Todeva@sit.edu>
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 11:30 AM
To: France Menk
Subject: Re: my summative paper
 
got it! out of the door. will read it later tonight

a presto, ET

Elka Todeva, Ph.D.
Professor
MATESOL Program
SIT Graduate Institute
World Learning
Tel: 802 258 3304
http://www.sit.edu/graduate/5454.htm

 

From: France Menk <France.Menk@mail.sit.edu>
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Elka Todeva
Subject: my summative paper
 
Hi, Elka,

Finally!!! My first draft was 15 pages....aaaarrgh!!!! (that's the pirate in me)

This time, I read instructions...hope it works. Thank you for everything...

------- 
Moodle Attachments (Download All) 
http://courses.worldlearning.org/pluginfile.php?
forcedownload=1&file=%2F%2F173337%2Fblock_quickmail%2Fattachment_log%2F297
56%2F1449246515_attachments.zip 
------- 

http://www.sit.edu/graduate/5454.htm
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------- 
Download File Contents 
- My Grammar.pages.pdf 

SLA grammar summary
2015.doc

Grammaring key
elements E…odeva.pptx

http://courses.worldlearning.org/pluginfile.php?forcedownload=1&file=%2F%2F173337%2Fblock_quickmail%2Fattachment_log%2F29756%2FMy%20Grammar.pages.pdf

